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Resources Mentioned During Webinar 
 

• Nicole’s Slide Deck 

• Lynn’s Slide Deck 

• Channa’s Slide Deck 

• NAS Report: Teaching K-12 Science and Engineering During a Crisis 

• Functions from Geometry 

• PhET 

• Gizmo   

• Physics Simulations 

• Vernier data sets and labs 

• oPhysics: Interactive Physics Simulations 

• Shordor lesson plans using computational science education 

• Interactive Lecture Demonstrations (ILDs) 

 

Webinar Chat 
 
Kim Descoteaux: Thanks for coming! We’ll be opening the room in about 5 minutes      

Rebecca Vieyra: Good evening, everyone!               

Rebecca Vieyra: Please share where you are from and what you teach!        

Joni Falk: Hi I’m Joni from TERC in Cambridge MA          

https://stemtlnet.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/Nicole.pdf
https://stemtlnet.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/Lynn.pdf
https://stemtlnet.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/Channa.pdf
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25909/teaching-k-12-science-and-engineering-during-a-crisis
https://www.amazon.com/Model-Shop-Functions-Geometry/dp/1530290503
https://phet.colorado.edu/
https://www.explorelearning.com/
http://physics.bu.edu/~duffy/classroom.html
https://www.vernier.com/remote-learning/sample-data-library/
https://ophysics.com/index.html
http://shodor.org/
https://pages.uoregon.edu/sokoloff/HomeAdaptedILDs.html


Caroline S: Hi everyone! My name is Caroline and I teach in Atlanta, GA.      

Ibidunni O: Hi, Ibidunni is from Arlington, Virginia.            

Laura L: Hello from Washington, DC.  I'm Laura Larkin, a 2020 Einstein Fellow on leave 
as a high school math teacher in the SF Bay area                   

Teresa R: Hi! I'm Teresa Rainey. I work in Montgomery County, MD and teach honors 
physics.    

Don W: Hello, Don here. Physics teacher in Chiang Mai.          

Robert K: Hi, I’m Bob, I teach in a small private school in Massachusetts      

Steve R: Good evening, I’m Steve and I teach Biology & Human A&P       

Leonard F: teach in Freeport Illinois - chemistry and physics          

Geeta C: Hi, I am Geeta Chandra. I teach Chemistry, Biology and Environmental 
Science Labs     

Rebecca Vieyra: Hi, Don! Thanks for joining us all the way from Thailand!       

Sharon C: Hello, I am Sharon and I am the Science Coordinator for the Idaho 
Department of Education.  

Ibidunni O: I work as a teacher of the DHoH and ASL programs for numerous hybrid 
schools. I am seeking a teacher of DHoH and ASL Literary and math’s breadths at a 
state of school or assistant professor at a university or college this year, hopefully. Nice 
to meet you again!                 

Richard D: In Ohio, retired NASA engineer, teaching microgravity to classrooms and 
individuals.       

Linda R: Hi, Linda Ripper.  I teach teach Biology.          

Juliet C: Juliet University of Chicago Astronomy and Astrophysics Public Outreach         

Rebecca Vieyra: It’s so exciting to see such a wide range of people, including 
classroom teachers and policy makers. We’re so happy to have you all here!                   



Jennifer E: Hi, I'm the Manager of Youth Leadership and Alumni Programs at the 
Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum in NYC.                        

Leonard F: I am on our library board and we have received a donation from a 
benefactor to set up STEM activities for our school children at the library.  Interested in 
finding some ideas for our group.        

Kim Descoteaux: Please mute and keep your camera off during the webinar. Thanks!       

Julie O: Teach high school science at district HS alternative school for at risk in AM and 
dual credit Biology in the afternoons                       

Kim Descoteaux: This webinar panel is being recorded and will be available tomorrow 
on https://STEMTLnet.org      

Caroline S: Hi Lynn! :)               

Ying-Ting C: Ying-Ting Chiu, CEO & Founder of Science for Learners with Disabilities; 
STEM Specialist at Portland State University.                           

Rebecca Vieyra: https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25909/teaching-k-12-science-and-
engineering-during-a-crisis                   

Geeta C: I tried Labster labs. It was not that great.         

Leonard F: PIVOT interactives web worked well for me.           

Robert K: At our small private school we didn’t do any hands-on science labs; all of our 
labs were virtual, such as PhET. This year was the worst possible year for that, given 
that Flash has been disabled, and thousands of science apps are mostly unusable now 
:-/.  But with a lot of searching I found alternatives          

Teresa R: My district paid for Gizmo             

Rebecca Vieyra: Did anyone have any success with hands-on activities?          

Robert K: Is there a link to this ‘Functions from Geometry’, looks great!       

Caroline S:  Curious to know what alternatives you found. Yes, Flash going obsolete is 
a problem for some of us who relied on older content.                    

https://stemtlnet.org/
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25909/teaching-k-12-science-and-engineering-during-a-crisis
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25909/teaching-k-12-science-and-engineering-during-a-crisis


Rebecca Vieyra: I will ask @Robert! It looks like she has hyperlinks in the slides — I’ll 
ask her to post them here in the chat shortly (and the slides will be shared afterwards as 
well).          

Teresa R: No. We weren't permitted to have students do chem activities at home, even 
with things at home. Our PLC couldn't come up with activities that would be equitable                

Rebecca Vieyra: Teresa, is this still the same case this year? (Assuming you are still 
doing distance learning).  

Teresa R: Yes. We have used Gizmo and phEt. I          

Leonard F: http://physics.bu.edu/~duffy/classroom.html                  

Teresa R: I'm actually returning to the classroom next week but it will still be online 
since only 25% are returning to schools                       

Leonard F: the link I just sent has tons of HTML5 simulations for physics      

Lynn Jorgensen: I'll second Leonard's site, I love it!           

Julie O: Vernier has data sets and labs available.  https://www.vernier.com/remote-
learning/sample-data-library/          

Ibidunni O: The consumers often went to the in-person shopping for school returning 
materials about all the levels. The businesses will be able to recover as well.                   

Nicole Murawski: All of my resources are linked in my slides, which will be shared after 
this presentation. :D                           

Kim Descoteaux: All of the slides will be posted with the recording tomorrow on 
STEMTLnet.org     

Leonard F: https://ophysics.com/index.html    http://shodor.org/    Several other sites 
that work without flash.  Shordor has everything vetted and has lesson plans using 
computational science education                  

Lynn Jorgensen: Interactive Lecture Demos from U of Oregon is great too: 
https://pages.uoregon.edu/sokoloff/HomeAdaptedILDs.html        

http://physics.bu.edu/~duffy/classroom.html
https://www.vernier.com/remote-learning/sample-data-library/
https://www.vernier.com/remote-learning/sample-data-library/
https://stemtlnet.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/Nicole.pdf
https://ophysics.com/index.html
http://shodor.org/
https://pages.uoregon.edu/sokoloff/HomeAdaptedILDs.html


Ibidunni O: Some  students took the technology courses 101 during the time and 
summertime. They will become their knowledges about the technology and virtually 
hands on contexts.                  

Robert K: I’m a big fan of (seemingly) rubrics…. I never know how detailed they need 
to be, until I see that I am getting questions over something I assumed was common 
knowledge…. Then I realize I need to make my rubrics more specific  

Robert K: I’ve lost 95% of eye contact, facial expressions, when doing teaching online. 
Almost none of the usual, helpful, immediate feedback                        

Robert K: (Most keep their cameras off)             

Richard D: Speaking of simple items to do labs at home, such items may show 
students (and adults!) why astronauts float around on the space station. Items such as a 
water bottle, foam ball, string, plastic cup, feather, and magnets. Students can perform 
experiment / demos using these items to see that it is NOT zero-gravity up there. I 
cannot stay for the entire session tonight, but an e-mail to me can get more info. I have 
led sessions at the Space Exploration Educators Conference at NASA Johnson many 
times on this topic. 

Joni Falk: Do you know of schools that give all students a zoom backdrop, that will 
allow them to not be self conscious about sharing their video?                   

Joni Falk: That might help with the eye contact problem and engagement.        

Maajida M: Don’t make any expectation.  I learned common is not common.       

Rebecca Vieyra: Joni — I think this is actually a hardware issue. Older cameras on 
computers just don’t work with it!                         

Ibidunni O: If you wonder that the students worked the real-materials in the  sciences 
and chemistry at the levels. If they transferred to take their mixed grading levels for the 
grade changes. They retake the real material in the  visually and physically lab for 
chemistry and science tools this year until reduced the pandemic times helpfully.          

Maajida M: simple with flexibility.  share the list before hand         

Geeta C: Dollar store!                

Wendi V: We dealt with learning loss a term I am not fond of. Flip that and what 
learning gains or positives do you think students have had during this experience of at 



home learning, understanding we would love to have learning happen in person? Or 
what did you gain from this experience?                

Nicole Murawski: Wendi...yes!!!                 

Teresa R: My school had pickups for pencils and paper along with chromebooks and 
hot spots.    

Mariel K: Also having transportation to pick up materials from a store or from school, 
that’s an issue as well.  It’s only truly equitable if you buy it and drop it off to their 
homes.          

Maajida M: yes Wendi, I agree              

Lynn Jorgensen: Wendi, There are so many things that I am taking forward!       

Robert K: Equity considerations - being able to do simple labs at home - look different 
in my school: There was very little relationship between ability to get and use materials 
with race, ethnic background, economic level - the bigger issue turns out to be family 
dynamics, and the mental health condition of any particular student (or their parent) But 
I work with a clinical team that lets me see a lot of the behind-the-scenes. Not everyone 
sees this.               

Geeta C: I lost a student because of depression.           

Wendi V: @Geeta, I'm so sorry for that loss. This is really challenging time for kiddos, 
and adults. So hard for so many. I hope you are doing ok and you your students are 
getting support in this time.       

Caroline S: @Geeta I am so sorry :(            

Nicole Murawski: :'(                 

Rebecca Vieyra: @Geeta, I’m sorry to hear this.            

Caroline S: @Nicole, same here.  HW counts 0 points for me but they have to do it to 
earn a quiz retake (school policy). Labs are graded pass / fail.               

Caroline S: Quizzes are SBG as are some test questions          



Caroline S: @Nicole  same here. I upload the HW key and they have to correct… 
before the pandemic, it worked better.                         

Lynn Jorgensen: I have seen the grade improvement this year from that homework 
adjustment too!     

Juliet C: seeing the importance of the human connection           

Caroline S: Thank you ladies! Fantastic presentation!             

Steve R: Yes, thank you so much!             

Wendi V: Thank you all for taking time to share your experiences with us. It's been a 
year, and this was extra. Appreciate it!                      

Rebecca Vieyra: Thank you so much for coming@            

Don W: Thank you, all, for preparing and sharing such good information!        

Kim Descoteaux: The recording and slides will be posted here: https://stemtlnet.org/          

Juliet C: thank you all this was great. also all the educators in the chat. wonderful    

Nicole Murawski: Great turnout!  Thanks, everyone!             

Ibidunni O: Thanks for wonderful panelists :)             

Lynn Jorgensen: Also, if you save the chat, you'll have all of these links!      

Kim Descoteaux: We also have a follow on discussion here: https://stemtlnet.org/          

Channa C: Thanks to everyone for coming tonight!            

Leonard F: Thank you for the wonderful evening of information and sharing.        

Jean L: Thanks for your presentations, they were real experiences which made a great 
difference.     

https://stemtlnet.org/
https://stemtlnet.org/

